I ntroductory
1.
Relaxation methods for determining characteristic numbers of continuous systems were described in Part IV of this series (Bradfield, Christopherson and Southwell 1939) . The modes were assumed to be expres sible (with sufficient accuracy) by a finite series of functions chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions, and thus in effect the system was given restricted freedom. In this way continuous systems can be brought within the scope of tabular computation.
When the freedom is thus restricted only in assumption, the fact that in reality the system is continuous means that suitably chosen series of con tinuous functions will satisfactorily represent the modes. But systems of restricted freedom are presented (e.g. in mechanical engineering) to which this treatment is not applicable. Thus it may be desired to calculate the free periods of torsional vibration for a system consisting of heavy masses connected by (relatively) fight shafting: then usually it will not happen that consecutive masses have any systematic relation to one another, and accordingly the problem must be treated, like braced frameworks, by consideration of " joint displacements".
Such treatment of vibration problems has not hitherto received attention in this series, therefore is made the subject of the present paper. As in Part IV the normal'technique of " liquidation" is modified in that the influence coefficients are filtered at the end of each stage in the process, though they have constant values in any one stage; but here, since it is not desirable that liquidation should be taken far with inaccurate coefficients, upper and lower limits to the characteristic number are deduced at frequent intervals, and the work is arranged so that these limits continually approach. By this means the computer can decide whether further work is needed, having regard to the uncertainty of physical data which precludes an
Ge n e r a l t h e o r y 2.
In order to explain notation, etc., we start with a brief review of fundamental theory, based on the account given in an earlier paper (Southwell 1940) .
In relation to a system specified by N generalized co-ordinates qv • • •, qx \, Lagrange's equations of motion are N of the type
(!)
d t\d q j dqk dqk tC and ^ denoting the kinetic and potential energies and a generalized " component of external force". When the motion is a small free vibration about an equilibrium configuration, and when the vibration is " normal" in the sense that every co-ordinate fluctuates with the same frequency and phase so as to be expressible in the form 
(7) V = T.
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Alternatively we can derive (7) as a consequence of the assumption (2) applied to the equation
which (for conservation of energy) must hold in the absence of forces doing external work on the system.* 3. The N equations of type (4) are the conditions for a stationary value of p 2 as deduced from (7). For if p 2 = V/T is stationary, then
( V /T) = S V JT -V T /T * = ( V -p 28T)/T
must vanish for all possible variations, therefore for any variation occurring singly. On this result Lord Rayleigh based his well-known " prin ciple" whereby the gravest natural frequency may be estimated from (7) on the basis of an assumed form for the corresponding mode: An error of the first order made in regard to the mode will, by reason of the stationary property, entail an error of the second order of small quantities in regard to p 2; and in regard to the gravest value pf (which, being the smallest of the stationary values, is an absolute minimum) the estimate must err, if at all, on the side of excess.
With a view to treatment by relaxation methods we now replace (4) by
and we think of Fk as a force which " corresponds w ith" the displacement ak and comes upon an imaginary constraint controlling ak. Then (as in earlier statical applications) the aim of the liquidation process will be to bring all such forces to zero. The " influence coefficients" (which must measure the changes in these forces resulting from displacements imposed singly) will be given by such quantities as
dar dar dak in virtue of (5). Their expressions involve p 2, and on that account their a . Tp roducts" have negative values; but t (when liquidation has been carried so far th a t all the F 's are small) will not occur except in the neighbourhood of nodal points, and there for practical purposes they may be disregarded. Otherwise the rule is not restricted, and can be applied at any stage in the relaxation process. The a 's stand for generalized co-ordinates, so its range is very wide.
The upper limit in (12) is derived by " Rayleigh's principle " ( § 3), according to which p 2 as calculated from (7) cannot underestimate the gravest fre quency. For in virtue of (6) that equation can be written as [ak.Fkl (13) and according to (9) an addition Ap2 made to a trial value of p 2 will alter Fk to (Fk + Ap2.Tk). The altered value will clearly satisfy (13) if
The lower limit is based on a less familiar theorem, also due to Lord Rayleigh, regarding the effect on the natural frequencies of a change made in the masses of a system: Except when mass is added at a nodal point (in which event the effect is nil), any increase of mass will lower every one of the natural frequencies, and vice versa. A trial solution can be made exact if appropriate changes are made to the masses, and a chosen value of p 2 will underestimate the frequency of a given system if it applies exactly to a system modified by addition of mass. Therefore the highest value which can with certainty be termed a lower limit is that value which requires, to make it exact, no change in one mass and positive additions to all the others. Translated into symbols this conclusion leads to (12) . D e t a il s of p r o c e d u r e b y t h e r e l a x a t io n m e t h o d . D e t e r m in a t io n OF THE GRAVEST MODE AND FREQUENCY 6. Given the forms of V and T as functions of the a 's, we can deduce constant values for d2\Zjdardak, d*TJdar dak and embody the once for all. Then, starting from a guess (as good as possible) as to the form of the first mode, we can deduce the corresponding forces of types Vk and Tk and thence, using (6) and (7), a corresponding estimate ofpf. Inserting this value in (9) we can evaluate the forces which come initially on the con straints; inserting it in (10), from the table already constructed we can deduce starting values for the influence coefficients; and embodying these starting values in an " operations table" we can by a normal relaxation process start to liquidate the initial forces. When every force has been brought nearly to zero, the altered values of ax, a2, ..., aN will give a closer approximation to the normal mode. We shall not have solved our problem, because although the mode as thus modified would entail no appreciable forces on constraints if p 2 had the value adopted in our calculations, it is not (in general) consistent with th at value according to (7).
But now we can take advantage of the minimal property of p\, which means ( § 3) th at starting from a reasonably close assumption for the first normal mode, according to (7) we shall start with a very close approximation to p 2 and thereafter (since we shall be workihg in the neighbourhood of its minimum) p 2 as given by (7) will alter very slowly as the a 's are modified. Hence according to (9) the F ' s will be very little affecte constant throughout the liquidation process or is altered in accordance with (7) after each operation: therefore we may conveniently work in " stages" during each of which p 2 is kept constant, and alter p2 only at the end of every stage, when all residual forces have been brought (sensibly) to zero.
7. According to (10) and (11) In illustration of these methods we shall calculate the normal modes and frequencies for torsional vibrations of the system shown in figure 1 . A light shaft of uniform torsional rigidity C, carrying six pulleys or similar inertial loads, has one end O held fixed and so can vibrate in modes which have a nodal point a t th a t end.* To obviate dimensional factors, and a t the same time give the solutions somewhat greater generality, a t the outset we express all inertial loads as multiples of I x and all shaft lengths as multiples of l (cf. figure 1) . Then, if a x ( l ,a 2, ...,a 6) are .the angular displacements of ..., I6 respectively, a being proportional to sin (pt + e), it is easy to verify th a t
I f now we introduce a non-dimensional quantity
and substitute in (3), the dimensional factors in V and T (namely and 7xa 2) may be suppressed provided th at is replaced by A. Making this simplification, hereafter we shall take as expressions for V and T 2V = 2-25(1+ al) + 2-6a| + 2-S7al+l*742a2 + o-83a| -2(l-25aa+ a 2®s + 4-O-90a4a5 + 0-83a5a6), 2T = 1 + 4a| + 0-8a § + af+ 6a § + 0-8a §, and write instead of (4), (7) and (9) 1* -AT* = 0, V = AT,
(4 A) (7 A) (9 A) Vk, Tk standing as before for d\Zjdak, < 3T/dak. The a 's in (15) are purely numerical, ax having the value 1. 9. Equation (4 A) holds for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, (= 1) being now invariant. Therefore according to (15) 2-25a2-(l-25 + a3) = A x 4a2, 2-6a 3-(a2 + l -6a 4) = AxO-8aa 2- §'?a4-( l -6a 3 + 0-&Oa5) = Aa4, l-742a5-(0-dOa4 + 0*83a6) = Ax 6a5, 0-83(a6 -a5) = AxO-8a fiJ
Multiplying these equations by a2, a3, . . . , a6 respectively and summing, we deduce th at if V = AT, then
The same equation would have obtained from (4 A), with k made unity, if ax had been left as a variable in (15) until after differentiation. Thus no generality is lost by this " non-dimensional" treatment.
Equations (16) and (17) may be used to verify results obtained by the Relaxation Method. Giving any value to A we can deduce a2 from (17), then a3 from the first of (16), a4 from the second, a5 from the third, a6 from the fourth. The fifth of (16), unless by chance, will not be satisfied: but plotting against A the ratio of its left-and right-hand sides we can use the resulting curve to estimate values of A for which this ratio is unity.'1 ' Here the ratio is found to change from a value slightly on one side of unity to a value slightly on the other side within ranges of A (determined by relaxation methods in § § [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] as under: 
Calc u l a t io n o f t h e g r a v e st m o d e a n d f r e q u e n c y

10.
Attacking the problem by relaxation methods we first construct Table 1 , deriving the relevant quantities from (15) in accordance with §4. By including columns and a line for k = 1, = 1 we c computation of the relations (6): for all quantities of the types Tk are linear functions of the a 's without constant terms, so can be computed with the aid of Table 1 when values have been assigned to ax, a2, ...,a 6; and then, multiplying by the a 's and summing in accordance with (6), we can evaluate V, T and deduce a corresponding value of A from (7 A). The computations are given tabular form in Table 2 . We keep ax unity throughout (cf. § § 8, 9).
In order th a t the test of method may be stringent, we here make no attem pt to guess the first mode closely. Instead, we take as starting values
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thus assuming a roughly uniform twist throughout the shaft. Table 2 relates to these values and deduces corresponding values of T, V and A ( = V/T).
We know th at the value of A must be too high, so we proceed on the assump tion th a t and from Table 1 , giving A this value, we construct an operations table (Table 3) for use in the first stage of the relaxation process. This example is intended not so much to illustrate physical aspects as to be a test of method: therefore more significant figures are retained in the tables than would ordinarily be reasonable, having regard to the uncertainty in practice of the physical data. (To facilitate checking by the reader, Tables 1-3 have been made exact by the retention of recurring decimals.) Correctly to 8 significant figures, according to (9 A) with A = 0-03 we have from the fine marked " Total Forces" in Table 2 These values (multiplied by 1000 for convenience) we insert as " initial forces" in the first line of Table 4. 11.
The relaxation table (in which operations were performed by sliderule) is not reproduced but is summarized in Table 4 : there the multiplica tions have been carried to 8 significant figures with the aid of a machine. I t will be nbticed th at account is kept (in the lower columns) of forces of the type Tk: this is with a view to periodic improvement of the approximation of A, with guidance given by upper and lower limits imposed in accordance with (12). That rule implies th a t an assumed value A will be too high if a t any stage of the relaxation process, as in line 9 of Table 4 , all such quantities as ak . Fk and ak .Tk are positive. In lines 8-10, computations which are self-explana tory in the light of (12) show th a t an addition AX of -0*00413139 will leave A still too high: th a t is to say, the required value.
Xx (say) <0*02586861.
Accordingly in the second stage of relaxation we investigate the effect of a somewhat larger alteration (namely, A 0*00415), an trial value A = 0*02585.
12. Line 13 of Table 4 gives the residual forces as altered by this change in A. As was to be expected, some have had their signs reversed, others remain positive. The new values are 38*35, -25*346, -4*35853, -3*60401, -6*14624, 13*15813, (23) correctly to the fifth decimal place. (As in § 11, a calculating machine was used to obtain this approximation.) Lines 14-18 of Table 4 summarize the second stage of the relaxation process, made with an operations table similar to Table 3 Combining these results with (22) and (24), we have finally, as " brackets" for Ax, -0-0125 <AX < 0-02586861 (25) a t the end of the first stage, and 0-02585129 <AX< 0-025860794 (26) at the end of the second. Since Ax is known ab initio to be positive, the lower limit in (25) is nuga tory; but applied to the figures resulting from the second stage in Table 1 our rule has yielded a very close " bracket" . The total range of uncertainty is 9-5 x 10-6, so th a t by giving to A the mean value 1(0-02586079 + 0-0^585129) = 0-02585604 (27) we shall certainly keep the error within 25,856 = °'018* %* This result is verified in § 9.
G e n e r a l t h e o r y (c o n t in u e d ). D e t e r m in a t io n OF HIGHER MODES AND FREQUENCIES
14.
When as in the preceding example Ax (i.e. pf) has been bracketed between limits sufficiently close, calculation can be stopped and we are left with close estimates not only of p (to w have been obtained by other methods based on Rayleigh's theorem) but also of the associated mode (which th a t theorem does not determine). On this account, making use of the Conjugate Property which is a characteristic* of '' normal modes " , we can proceed to similar calculations o ip \,p \, etc., and of the modes associated with those higher frequencies. This is an im portant merit of the relaxation procedure.
The conjugate or " orthogonal" property of normal modes (Southwell 1936 , § 504) implies th at equation (7) 
15.
When an assumed mode satisfies this requirement, in normal co ordinates V and T will have the forms v = ^i v 2+^i v 3+ ..., T = ..., and so, for the assumed mode,
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whatever be the magnitudes of ^42> A •••> etc. This m on the whole will be done by either the elastic or kinetic forces of the assumed mode in acting through displacements corresponding with the first normal mode and the Reciprocal Theorem (Southwell 1936, § 12) shows th at in consequence no work would be done by either the elastic or kinetic forces of the first mode in acting through the displacements of the assumed mode. We thus obtain a relation which must hold between the displacements in an assumed mode in order th a t this shall have no " first normal component" ; and to modes thus restricted Rayleigh's principle ( § 3) can be applied with the modification th at p \ is now the minimum value which can be assumed by p 2 as calculated from (7). Clearly the argument can be extended.
16.
To formulate the relation, we denote by (!£.)*, (/ Tk)l the typical elastic and kinetic force in the first mode. Then, if ak typifies the displacement in the assumed mode, the above criterion requires th a t Since it demands th at (29) be satisfied, the requirement th at the assumed mode shall have no " first component " in effect reduces the order of freedom by 1; but when the requirement is satisfied, then p 2 as given by (7) can in no case be less than p\. Having determined p\ and its associated mode, we can similarly calculate p\, and so on. 
Numerical example (continued): second mode and frequency
17. We now apply these methods to the torsional system of which the fundamental frequency is given (within narrow limits) by (26) (29) is 1 + 7*117080a2 + 2-055192a3 + 3-010880a4
on the assumption made previously ( § § 8, 10) that ax is unity. We know that the second mode must have a node at some point in the shaft; so a suitable form is obtained by multiplying the displacements ax, a2, ..., of the first mode by 1, 1 -a, 1 -2a, .. .,1 -5a respectively, and then choosing a so that (30) is satisfied. The resulting value of a is 0-27808470, and the corresponding displace ments are ax = 1, a2 = l-2844822, az = 1-1401964, a4 = 0-4990410, a5 = -0-419628l5 a6 = -1 Table 5 , constructed for these displacements in the manner of Table 2 , gives for A a value 0-3016 and thus suggests the assumption
for the first stage of the relaxation process. The corresponding initial forces are obtained in the last three lines.
18. Again the relaxation table is not reproduced, and here the tabular summary (Table 6) is condensed still further. Operations effected by slide rule, and without regard to (30),* suggested additions to the displacements * By waiving this requirement we greatly simplify the individual operations. In some instances lower limits were computed before the lower modes had been elimin ated. Table 5 continued Vk which were then modified (with the use of a machine) so th at (30) was satisfied; finally their consequences were calculated (again by machine) and recorded in Table 6 . I t will be observed (line 4) that ax is no longer exactly unity: nevertheless by keeping it unity in the trial liquidation we have attained our object of avoiding a null solution.
V oL 1 75-a. x8 
p -H r* H
Tlh O ô I -3 8 7 4 7 7 6 9 9 4 3 2 9 8 3 3 3 8 7 4 7 4 7 4 2 8 8 6 8 1 -8 0 4 3 6 3 8 > 7 6 8 1 0 -4 9 0 6 3 8 -4 9 2 1 4 6 3 7 1 8 3 > 7 6 7 8 7 1 -1 4 0 1 6 i 1 1 1 -2 6 7 5 5 3 -0 -5 9 4 6 9 6 1 5 9 1 1 3 -2 6 7 5 5 3 2 7 4 7 5 0 7 1 9 7 -2 9 2 8 4 2 6 9 -0 -6 0 2 9 0 5 -2 5 7 4 4 2 6 9 -2 8 9 4 1 3 7 5 -6 4 1 7 3 4 -0 -6 0 2 6 8 0 -4 The table is self-explanatory, except as regards the corrections applied in the different stages to the displacements. In the first stage (line 2) these are as given in (34) (30) is satisfied both by (35) and (36). The progress of the approximation is indicated by the narrowing " brackets" which follow lines 6, 14 and.22. According to the last of these, giving to A the mean value 0-2239265we can be sure that the error is within 4-31 2*388" «-°19" %' (37> and the result is verified in § 9.
H ig h e r m o des a n d fr e q u e n c ie s
19.
The procedure for determining the third and higher modes and frequencies is exactly similar. The third mode must be " orthogonal" not only to the first but also to the second: therefore its displacements must satisfy not only (30) but also the equation 1-004014®! + 6-509274a2 + 0-759304®a + 0-439763®4 --3-616078®5 -0-614300ae = 0, (38) which can be based on an exactly similar argument. To obtain a starting assumption we multiply the displacements av a2, ..., in the second mode by 1, 1 -y, 1 -2y, ..., 1 -5y respectively and then choose y so that (38) is satisfied. In this way we obtain a mode having one more nodal point and containing no " second normal component" : if now we correct its displace ments in the manner of § 17, what results has neither a first nor a second normal component.
In the liquidation process we start as before ( § 18) by slide-rule and without satisfying (30) and (38), then with the use of a machine modify the suggested additions and record their consequences. Now, of course, a double correction is necessary: to eliminate the first normal component from a set of displacements av a 2l a 6 we m ust add first-mode displacements multiplied, by /?l5 where 123*464817/^ +at + 7*117080a2 + 2*055192a3 + 3*010880a4 + + 22*412280a-+ 3*064384a6 = 0, (39) and to eliminate the second normal component we m ust add second-mode displacements multiplied by /?2, where 15*165819#, + 1 -004014a! + 6*509274a2 -(-0*759304a3 + + 0*439763a4 -3*616078a5 -0*614300a6 = 0. (40) 20.
Every new mode and frequency (except the sixth, which results at once when all graver components have been eliminated*) entails a separate relaxation process and a summary of the type of Tables 4 and 6, so six tables of this kind were entailed by the problem of figure 1. The last four are not reproduced, but are briefly summarized in Tables 7-10 to show how the solutions converge. The results are verified in § 9.
We have thus determined within narrow limits of error all of the natural frequencies, together with the associated modes, of the torsional system specified in § 8.
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21.
T hat system is in one respect artificial-namely, in th a t the end point O of figure 1 is fixed and therefore nodal for every mode. Torsional systems usually term inate a t each end with a finite mass which takes p art in the vibration; there is no constraint entailing an external force, therefore every normal vibration must conform with the principle of the Conservation of Moment of Momentum. T hat is to say, in every vibration the total moment of momentum £ [ Ik. qk] must have a constant value throughout all tim so in a normal vibration, according to (2),
Now (41), as implying a linear relation between the a 's, will affect the computations exactly as in § § 17-19 they were affected by (30), the condition for no " first normal component" . Like (30), in effect it reduces the order of * In this last instance, of course, Rayleigh's principle provides the lower limit, and an upper limit can be found in the manner of §5 from (12) with (F/T)L replaced by (F/T)s, the smallest value of F/T. Improvement was not found to be practicable: thus the narrow range of uncertainty as regards Ae in (18) is an indication of the accuracy with which the lower modes have been computed. Ithe freedom by 1, and makes the gravest frequency take a higher value than it has when (one end being fixed) all masses can move together in the same direction. We can if we like regard the fixity of 0 in figure 1 as due to the attachm ent there of an infinite mass: then on account of this added mass N is increased from 6 to 7, but it is again reduced to 6 (as in our calculations) when we impose the momentum condition (41).* Occasionally it may be required to calculate the response of a given system to fluctuating forces specified both as to magnitude and periodicity. Then the forces which call for liquidation will be given not by (9) bu t by such expressions as
Fk and p 2 being specified. The procedure required for liquidation will apply without change, but only one " stage" will be entailed, becausep 2 is known throughout. This is on the understanding th a t the response is wanted only for one periodicity of the applied forces. B ut in fact a solution for free vibrations such as we have obtained in this paper provides material for a solution applicable to all frequencies. If (Tx)x, i, ..., (TN)X stand as in § 16 for the inertia forces in the first mode, and if p \ relates to the natural frequency in th a t mode, then a first-mode displacement associated with some other frequency-parameter p 2 will entail forces on constraints of which
is typical: consequently all forces on constraints will vanish provided th a t for every k t he external force
since (4) is satisfied in the first-mode displacement. This means th a t if for all Jc' s the external force
{A having any constant value), the response of the system will consist of first-mode displacements multiplied in the ratio
-a well-known result. Similar relations hold in relation to the other normal modes; so we can calculate the response to any given system of external forces, provided that we can express these by a series of the form 
The other A 's can be calculated similarly.
A ppr o x im a t e t r e a tm en t o f sy st e m s w hich INCLUDE DAMPING FORCES
24. I t will be realized that this general treatment of forced oscillations is possible only for the reason that relaxation methods can determine the modes as well as the frequencies of free vibration. A further consequence is the possibility of making allowance for damping forces, provided that these are small.
When (as is usual) the damping forces can be derived from a " dissipation function" 0 which is a homogeneous quadratic function of the generalized velocities,* equation (1) defined by the statem ent th a t every co-ordinate varies in accordance with a common time factor eM, so th a t (2) is replaced by
and if (3) be now replaced by
so th a t each of T, «&, V is a homogeneous quadratic function of the N dis placements typified by ah, then A will either be real and negative or complex with negative real part. The type equation (4) is replaced by A*rfc + A <Z>ft + F* = 0,
where 0 k (conformably with our previous notation) stands for d0/dak' and because A may be complex in a solution of the N equations typified by (52), we must contemplate the possibility th a t some or all of the N displacements of type ak-i.e. of the (N -1) ratios of type ak/ax-will also be comp Formally the orthodox treatm ent of normal vibrations is not greatly altered by the inclusion of 0 , but in practice the labour becomes prohibitive when N exceeds 3 or 4, since the order of the " frequency equation" is now raised from N to 2 N .In ordinary applications the damping forces are small, and on th a t understanding it was shown by Rayleigh (1926, § 102) th a t approximate solutions can be found. The main effects of damping are re vealed as (i) the imposition on each normal oscillation of some finite decay factor unaccompanied by change in periodicity and (ii) a modification of each mode whereby the different co-ordinates no longer fluctuate in phase.
25.
An approximate treatm ent of small and positive damping can be briefly indicated here. When by the methods of this paper all of the N normal modes and associated frequencies have been determined, we can change from the co-ordinates a1} a2, ...» aN to " normal co-ordinates" < pL, < j ) 2, ..., < j)N which are the multiplying constants required to make In general the corresponding expression for <i» will involve products as well as the squares of the normal co-ordinates, but it will always be a homo geneous quadratic function: therefore in (52 also hold when Tk, @k, Vk are interpreted as standing for 0Tjd<j)k, d&jd<f)k, dV/d(j>k, &k will be a linear function of (in general) all the 0 's. From (54) we have
and when «i> = 0 these N equations yield N solutions typified by
-as we should expect. Starting with any one of these solutions we trace the effect of 4* assumed finite but small.
26.
When the starting solution is th at in which < fik does not vanish, it follows from (56) th at all 0 's except < j)k (since they vanish with 4?) may for a first approximation be neglected in the expression for &k. Accordingly in (55) we may write &kmmkfc,: $k.
where so is small of order (57) Then ( 
and for r^=k we have to the same approximation 2Tr(A2+ (ir) < J)r + \ a kr(f> k = 0, 02€> where akr -_ , . , , so is small of order (59) If now we postulate that < f> k = 1 in the &th mode as m then the solution of (58) is (to the approximation of this section)
and to a like approximation we have from (59) (60) * B y so defining the normal modes (in regard to amplitude) that all quantities of the type Tr have the value 1, we can simplify the expressions which follow. But the simplification is purely formal: it does not save labour in computation.
f The mode is indeterminate as regards absolute magnitude, so the postulate entails no restriction.
In real form, and w ith tim e factors now included in < j> k, < fir, the modified solution can be w ritten as
confirming both of Rayleigh's conclusions ( § 24). W ithout great labour this m ethod may be extended to obtain closer approxim ations (including term s of the order of 4>2, $ 3, etc.). E x te n sio n of the method to continuous system s
27.
One further application m ay be noticed,-namely, to continuous systems. Reference was made in § 1 to a " relaxation" treatm en t of such systems (in P a rt IV of this series) depending on the assum ption th a t every mode can be expressed in a finite series of selected functions. Our present investigation suggests an alternative, based on the use of approxim ate formulae of integration and differentiation, which by perm itting local adjustm ent lets us take full advantage of the double-limit rule of § 5.
Suppose for example th a t we w ant to determine the six gravest modes and frequencies of torsional vibration for a cantilever shaft of non-uniform diameter. L et I8x/l be the rotatory inertia of the slice 8x a t x, l now denoting the length of the cantilever; let a sin (pt + e) denote the angular displace m ent of this slice in a " norm al" free vibration ( § 2); and let 0, oq,a6 be the values of a a t sections 0, 1, ..., 6 which divide l into six equal parts. Then in the notation of § 2
2.
i c1 o f , of rl J .
where a stands for the ratio a/oq, so th a t = 0 , oq = 1.. Now the " six-strip ru le" of integration (Bickley 1939 ' formula 1*6) shows th a t the definite integral can be evaluated (approximately) in term s of seven equidistant values of the integrand. We have Again in the notation of § 2 we have
C denoting the torsional rigidity at section x and G (like / x) being as yet unspecified; and by the " six-strip rule" we have 
We now have expressions both for T and V which, like those of § 8, involve only six displacements ax (= 1), a2, ..., a6; and from these we can determine six normal modes and the associated frequencies, exactly as in the example treated in this paper.
28. In fact, according to (63) the expression (62) for T will be identical with th at of § 8 provided that* a0 = 0, ax = 1 (as assumed for the cantilever) \ and 8404(1, 4, 0-8, 1, 6, 0-8) = (2164, 2 7 4 272/ 3, 27J4, 216/5, 41/6).;
* Oj in this section is identical with a in §8.
If then we could provide similarly for elastic equivalence, the solution which has been obtained in this paper would also apply to the continuous canti lever. The calculated modes would define the angular displacements of six equidistant sections, and fair curves drawn through their plotted values would give (approximately) the six gravest modes for the cantilever. Actually this complete equivalence (which would have only academic interest) cannot be realized for the reason th at it would imply a cantilever having negative stiffness in some part of its length. Identity of (64) with the expression for V in § 8 would require, according to (65) and (67) 
therefore either <70 or (75 would be negative.
Sum m a r y
In this paper Relaxation Methods are applied to the difficult problem of determining the natural modes and frequencies of a system having restricted but considerable freedom (i.e. where the independent co-ordinates number 6 or more). A theorem published recently (Southwell 1940) is used to impose lower limits on the wanted frequency, and upper limits are calculated on the basis of " Rayleigh's principle". In the " liquidation" process these upper and lower limits converge steadily, and when they have become closely coincident both the frequency and the associated mode (which Rayleigh's principle does not determine) are given with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes.
An example treated in detail relates to undamped torsional vibrations or (by analogy) to transverse vibrations of a tensioned and loaded string. Concluding sections indicate some immediate extensions.of the method, viz. (a) to vibrating systems which are entirely unconstrained, (6) to dissipative systems in which the damping forces (as is usual in practice) are relatively small, (c) to continuous systems, for which the method is an alternative to that given in P art IV of this series.
The glide elements of body-centred cubic crystals, with special reference to the effect of temperature 
I n t r o d u c t io n
In a previous paper from this laboratory (Andrade and Tsien 1937) the particular interest of body-centred cubic crystals was pointed out, and the glide elements for single crystals of sodium and potassium at atmospheric temperatures were determined* viz. glide plane (123) and glide direction [111] . Another paper (Tsien and Chow 1937) describes the determination of the glide elements for molybdenum, for which the glide direction was again [111] , but the glidq plane was different at different temperatures, viz. (110) at 1000° C and (112) a t 300 and 20° C. Planes (123), (110) and (112) have all been given as glide planes for a-iron by different workers (Taylor and Elam 1926; Gough 1^28; Fahrenhorst and Schmid 1932) , while for tungsten (Goucher 1924) the glide plane has been given as (112) and for /?-brass under certain conditions (G. I. Taylor 1928) as (HO) . With all the
